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recently been archaeologically very little investigated. In 2008, the town
constructed. New water, rainwater, sewage and heating pipelines were set
up in the reconstructed area and the author of present article was carrying
out archaeological supervision during the digging of trenches for the pipes
Valga and provided by OÜ Arheograator.
CULTURAL LAYER SURROUNDING THE CHURCH
water, rainwater and sewage pipelines (Fig. 1). The trench was about 2 m
deep, which enabled a good overview of the cultural stratum.
The cultural stratum was deepest in the eastern part of the observed
was revealed 1.8 m below ground. The cultural stratum became thinner
towards the west being only 1.3 m thick in front of the building at Kesk
the northern and eastern direction of the church, a cobblestone pavement

faience and pieces of glass from the 17th–18th century were found in those
layers. A sediment layer rich in organic material formed in the area in
stratum due to a natural depression. The only site which yielded a larger
numerous fragments of 17th–18th century stove pots, redware tripod pip
kins and bowls and clay pipes with angobe paintings were found.
ing, was the only remain of a construction found during the excavation.
The inner width of it was approximately 64 cm and it was laid of brick
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Fig. 1. Archaeological investigations in Valga in 2008.
Jn 1. Arheoloogilised uuringud
Valgas 2008. a.

and faience dishes dating from the beginning of the 20th century were
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Fig. 2. Cultural stratum in front
of the building at Kesk
Street 20. View from the
south.
Jn 2. Kultuurkiht Kesk 20 hoone
ees. Vaade lõunast.

Fig. 3. Brick-laid flume in the
central square of Valga.
Jn 3. Tellistest veerenn Valga
keskväljakul.

On the northern side of the church, a heating pipeline starting at
ern face (Fig. 1) was installed alongside water and sewage pipelines.
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BURIALS AT THE OLD CHURCHYARD
One of the goals of this archaeological investigation was to examine burials
in the old cemetery that used to surround the church and through which
some of the pipelines were dug. Disintegrated human bones were found
about 10 m from the church tower in the sand of a heating pipeline trench
direction. This section also revealed burial depressions in the east–west
of the heating pipeline the burials remained intact here.
An approximately 75 m long and 2 m wide trench (Fig. 1) was dug on
the western face of the church for water, rainwater and sewage pipelines.
In the northern part of the trench the early part of the cultural stratum
was mostly disturbed in the 20th century. In the areas where early cultur
trench section on the north of the church. The cultural stratum was even
thinner here – natural sand was exposed at 50 cm below the ground.
7 burial depressions were distinguishable there. Burials were more closely
clustered in the section of the trench in front of the building
pipeline construction were either partially or completely
excavated (Fig. 4). The bottoms of the graves were located
6 burials belonged to adults, the rest were either child or
infant burials.

Fig. 4. Excavated burial depressions on the western
side of Valga’s St. John’s
church.
Jn 4. Välja puhastatud haualohud Valga Jaani kiriku
lääne-küljel.
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Fig. 5. Small brooches and coins
from graves at St. John’s
church cemetery.
Jn 5. Vitssõled ja mündid
Jaani kiriku kalmistu
haudadest.
(TÜ 1682: 84, 85, 75, 87, 88.)

The skeletons were preserved very poorly. How
ever, the organic material around the burials was rela
clearly distinguishable in the sand and several buried
persons had preserved hair. Fragments of clothing and

3–5), buckles and needles belonging to the clothing were
also found. Three Russian bronze polushka coins from 1731, 1734 and
1736 (Fig. 5: 1–2) can be regarded as burial goods. With one of the skel
etons, a knife was placed by the person’s left shoulder (Fig. 6).
Hence, it is highly likely that the excavated burials date from the 18th
century, most probably from the time period between the 1730s and 1773.
2

area was excavated in the green belt

ered by a team led by an anthropologist Karin Mark. The persons were
Most buried persons’ heads were situated in the western direction. Head
garments, clothing and footwear were relatively well preserved (Mark

mainly Russian copper coins from the years 1732–1755. Virtually all
1

/6 öre copper

The size of the cemetery can be gauged through additional infor
mation from burials discovered during previous pipeline installations.
¹ VaM A 19: 35.
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Fig. 6. Burial no. 11 on the
western side of St. John’s
church in Valga.
A knife placed as a burial
good can be seen above the
left shoulder.
Jn 6. Matus nr 11 Valga Jaani
kiriku lääneküljel.
Vasaku õla kohal on
hauapanuseks asetatud
nuga.

pipeline running in
the east–west direction was installed in the northern side of the church
of the northern face of the church. Human bones were also discovered
in 2007, during the construction of a rainwater drain in the eastern side
of the church.
STONE FOUNDATION ON THE EASTERN
SIDE OF THE CHURCH
and in line with the façade of the building, a 85 cm thick wall was re
large rubble stones and bricks with 30 × 15 × 7.5 cm dimensions. It was
only possible to determine the dimensions of the building in the direction
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Fig. 7. Valga town plan from 1683.
Jn 7. Valga plaan aastast 1683.
(EAA 308-2-123.)

The street line was already situated to the south of
between 1787 and 1816. Before that, a 14 m long and

The drawing also shows a wooden bell tower to the west of the church. The
discovered wall remains were probably the foundation of the bell tower.
VALGA IN THE MIDDLE AGES AND
EARLY MODERN PERIODS
The earliest evidence for the existence of Valga as a settlement comes from
notes mentioning Johannes clericus de Walko and Johannes Stednic de Walko
ated on the intersection of important roads, it remained a settlement with
der castle, it was destroyed on several occasions during military action.
and 1501 the Russians burnt and looted the town. It is thought that in 1558
Geographically, Valga was located in the centre of Old Livonia, which
is why it was often the site for political meetings. Valga was one of the
two meeting places for provincial assemblies (Germ. Landtag) uniting all
188
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Livonian bishops and the representatives of their chapters were present
at the 1435 assembly. The Order was represented by the master and
several commanders. Furthermore, representatives of vassals and towns
of Riga, Tallinn and Tartu were present (AR 1, no. 415). Valga was also
often the location for Livonian town days (Germ. Ständetage). According to
one estimation, 36 town days were held in Valga before 1500 – more than
in any other location (Hollander 1888, 10).
During the Middle Ages, the border between Tartu diocese and the
Livonian Order probably ran through the town centre of modern Valga.
During the Middle Ages, the towns of Riga, Tallinn, Tartu and Tartu
Dome Chapter had their buildings on the border of diocese. Furthermore,
tives attended a church service at the Luke parish church on the Order
land, then there was probably not a larger church on the diocese side
After the Livonian War (1558–1583), Valga was transferred to the

Báthory, awarded Valga town rights in 1584. The newly populated town
border. However, the newly established town had no time to expand, be
the town was left with only ‘3 citizens, a vicar and 1 widow’ (Kenkman
beginning of the 18th century, Valga was again destroyed and most
of its citizens died of hunger and diseases during the Northern War
(1700–1721). Valga was only able to develop as a town from the end of the
18th century.
WHERE WAS VALGA LOCATED
IN THE MIDDLE AGES?
Although few archaeological investigations have been conducted in Valga
to this day, supervision work has given us an overview of the spread and
age of the cultural stratum from a rather broad area. The 2008 archaeo
logical supervision work was conducted right in the centre of Valga in an
area 150 m long in the east–west direction and 110 m wide in the north–
south direction around the town church.
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A 55 cm thick brownish sandy soil layer with fragments of 18th century
I also conducted archaeological investigation that year during the

No location in Valga has yielded evidence of settlement from the

Written records also fail to answer the question of where Valga was
located in the Middle Ages. The oldest Valga town plan dates from 1683
(Fig. 7). Although buildings are only schematically represented, we can
recognise the modern street pattern. For example, streets or paths existed
Considering the importance of Valga as the location for provincial as
semblies and town days during the Middle Ages, records about its housing
and the repeated destruction of the settlement, it is unlikely that no cul
tural strata or artefacts from the Middle Ages have preserved. We may
suggest that in the Middle Ages housing in Valga was located to the west
logical investigations in that region, these suggestions remain currently
untested. It is possible that the territory of the town of Valga established
in 1584 did not at all coincide with that of the Middle Ages’ settlement.
In this case, the cultural stratum from the Middle Ages should be looked
for on the northern bank of the Pedeli River running through both the
Acknowledgements: this research was supported by
the European Union through the European Regional
Development Fund (Center of Excellence CECT).
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ARHEOLOOGILINE JÄRELEVALVE
VALGA JAANI KIRIKU ÜMBRUSES

Vastasutatud linna territoorium paiknes tänapäeva

Valgas on varemgi tehtud väiksemahulisi ar

Kuna küttetoru paigaldamiseks polnud tarvis sü

vastust küsimusele, kus täpselt paiknes keskaegne
Valga. Vanim Valga kaart pärineb aastast 1638, mil

gitavad vähemalt seitsme haua lohud. Tihedamalt
paiknesid matused Kesk 15 hoone ees asetsenud
et keskaegset kultuurkihti siin säilinud ei ole. Ole
tatavasti paiknesid keskaegse Valga hooned hilise
kuulusid uuritud
1773.

piirkonnas seni arheoloogilisi uuringuid tehtud ei
et 1584. aastal asutatud Valga linna territoorium ei
leks keskaegset kultuurkihti otsida hoopis Pedeli

puidust kellatorni vundament.
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alalt.

